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Faculty won't
take a vote on
.strategic plan
By CHAD GALIAGHER
Staff Wiiter

After a heated discussion
Tuesday, the Faculty Senate
voted against drafting a referendum that would call on
Eastern's faculty members to
voice their approval or disapproval of the school's strategic
plan.
The r.eferendum was sought
by several senate members
after many faculty expressed a
lack of trust and confidence in
strategic planning.
Senate Chairman John
Allison said he received a petition with 153 faculty signatures asking the senate to
draft a referendum to express
the faculty's views.
The senate first voted to
suspend a rule in its constitution that states the senate
must delay voting on impor-

• Student Senate to
examine strategic
plan. Page 6
tant matters for at least a
week so issues can be presented to the faculty.
Under this rule, an issue is
listed in the next meeting's
minutes, followed by an outline of the issue on the senate's
agenda the following week.
The strategic · plan was
drafted in early 1993 by
Eastern President David Joms
to guide the university into the
year 2000. The plan outlines
goals and objectives for all
departments and academic
programs.
The senate voted instead to

t

See PLAN Page 2
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change of venue
Defense lawyer says publicity
in Melton case forces change
By SAM McKEE
Staff Wiiter

The attorney defending a
man charged with driving the
car in a fatal hit-and-run accident more than two years ago
said Tuesday he may ask to
move the trial to another county.

Public Defender Lonnie
Lutz said pre-trial publicity
could threaten Eddy D.

Forrest's right to an impartial
jury.
''This case has received more
publicity than any other case
in recent memory," Lutz said.
Forrest, who has been
charged with reckless homicide and leaving the scene of a
fatal accident, is scheduled to
appear for jury trial on Nov.
14.
Forrest, 21, was arrested
., See MELTON Page 2

KARI SWIFT/Staff photographer

Booked
Freshman music major Jay Colbert restocks the piles of books at the Textbook Rental
Service 1Uesday. The books are part of the textbook rental sale, which continues today.

Recycling program inching toward goal
university divert 40 percent of its
waste to recycling by the year 2000.
During the 1992-93 fiscal year,
The university recycling program, Eastern recycled 13 percent of the
now in its third year, has increased waste manufactured by the campus.
the amount of waste it recycles to
University recyclable waste is
just under half its goal, said Jon sold to the Armstrong Center in
Collins, first-year coordinator of the Mattoon.
recycling program.
Although the university has not
During the 1993-94 fiscal year, yet reached its goal, Collins said
Eastern recycled 18 percent of its Eastern is getting better at recywaste, including 180,555 pounds of cling materials rather than throwcardboard and 11,850 pounds of alu- ing them away.
minum. This is an increase of about
"I think a lot of people are
5 percent over the previous year.
involved and want to recycle," said
Eastern began its recycling pro- Collins, who is also grounds supergram ' ~fter a s_
t ate law mandated .th~ intendent for Eastern. "I would say
By BRIAN HUCHEL
Campus editor

more people are becoming aware of
Paper, however, a ccounts for the
recycling all the time instead of just largest portion of Eastern's recycled
thinking recycling is more of a waste, creating approximate ly
headache than it really is.
14,058 tons of waste per year.
Collins said the recycling program
"I hope we improve even more,"
Collins added. "Forty percent is a lot is paying for itself and not costing
and it will be difficult to hit it. You student s any money.
"Wit h the money we receive from
get to a point where it costs a lot to
selling the waste to the Armstrong
get those last few points."
Currently, Easte rn recycles a Center in Mattoon to be recycled, I
number of different mate rials, believ e we are breaking even or
including cooking oil from campus maybe coming out a little bit
dining services, tires; motor oil and ahead," Collins said. "It costs to
batteries from the motor pool. The have the building service workers
university also recycles leaves, take out the recycled material and
weeds and tree branches from the sometimes the grounds workers
help."
grounds department.
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First U.S. soldier killed in Haiti
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) - American
troops expanded their mission Tuesday from
disarming the Haitian military to taking up
posts around the Parliament building and
City Hall in anticipation of Haiti's return to
civilian rule.
The U.S. forces suffered their first fatality
Tuesday. An American soldier was found shot
to death at a hillside mansion being prepared
for legislators returning to Haiti for

Courage

Wednesday's Parliament session.
Pentagon spokesman Dennis Boxx said the
soldier's death was being investigated as "an
apparent suicide." He was part of the lOth
Mountain Division from Fort Drum, N.Y., and
his identity was not immediately released.
"They found him dead," said U.S. Embassy
spokesman Stanley Schrager.
"They don't know if this was a sniper or
selfcinflicted," he said.

What makes the
Hottentots so hot?

FROM PAGE ONE
Plan _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
t From Page 1
'.invite- ~l

interested faculty members to voice
they have with strategic planning by
writing the senate.
Allison said while he is glad the senate
decided to do this, he is disappointed the faculty's petition to draft a referendum was not
implemented.
"When 30 percent of the faculty within
three or four days goes to the trouble to
muster up a petition, I feel it is our duty as a
democratic group to provide a democratic way
for faculty to be heard," Allison said.
Allison was one of only four senate members to vote in favor of drafting the referendum. Eleven members voted "no" to the proposal.
The senate needed a two-thirds majority
vote to implement the referendum.
Senate member Charles Eberly said he has
"great confidence" in the strategic plan,
adding fellow faculty should wait it out as

~concerns

information on the plan becomes more clear.
"Never have I had such a hands-on
approach to defining the progress of my
department," Eberly said. "It is an exciting
and stimulating process."
Senate member Bob Jorstad said faculty
must be more willing to participate in the
planning process if it is to be successful.
"If you are not willing to admit your weaknesses, then how can one improve?" Jorstad
asked. "Fears and concerns such as these will
go away eventually."
Senate member Bill Weber said now that
strategic planning has reached the department level, many faculty are providing more
questions and concerns.
"I feel writing a referendum would allow
faculty to voice those fears," Weber added.
Senate Vice Chairman Gary Foster said,
"Just because (the faculty's) request for a referendum died, doesn't mean their concerns
should die."

Melton _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
jury," Lutz said.
" From Page 1
Forrest will appear in court
Aug. 10 after he allegedly Nov. 2, when Lutz said he
confessed to Charleston po- may make the motion for a
)ic_e _that he was driving the
change of venue.
~car that stltuck· Crystal June
"If this case goes to trial, it
Melton.
would be likely that there
';.' ~ Meltoii.was n<li:rig'her bicybe a change of venue,"
"C!e aiO"ng H~son Avenue on will
Lutz said.
March 12, 1992. She died the
Coles County States Attornext day from injuries susney Steve Ferguson said that
tained in the accident.
will not be necessary.
Lutz said the amount of
"I think that jurors will be
publicity and the difficulty of
honest over whether they can
finding unbiased jurors are
set any information they've
interrelated.
heard or read aside and rely
"The more the media cover- on the evidence alone," Ferage, the more difficult it is to guson said.
find a fair and impartial

"There will be those who
say they can and those who
say they can't," he said.
"Jurors are generally very
conscientious and honest
about that."
Lutz said he may also
make a motion to suppress
the confession Forrest reportedly made to detectives from
the Charleston Police Department. Police also allege
that Forrest admitted he was
intoxicated when the accident
occurred.
Ferguson said the trial
won't take more than three
days.
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Proudly Presents Its
Fall 1 994 Pledge Class
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Amy Ashcraft
Jeannine Booth
Lauren Borek
Gina Brady
Jamie Brinkman
Erin Carroll
Elsa Castillo
Rae Ann Cirullo
Sarah Diedrich
Jill Dimon
Laura Dulaney
Christine Enright
Terra Erickson
Michelle Finch-Wilson
Gina Fournie
Amy Gibson
Kerry Grens
Michelle Griffin Kristin Hahn
Anna Hemphill
Elizabeth Hockman
Tracy Jackson
Kathy Leahy
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ELTA

Stacey Manthei
Elizabeth Marino
Jennifer Matulis
Amy Mayotte
Kimberly McNicholas
Heather Meier
Hope Moreno
Jody Moschetti
Tanya Mulacek
Jeanette Prazen
Collette Rudolph
Jennifer Ruscitti
Alicia Salemi
Jennifer Shneff
Heather Scholl
Danielle Smith
Quincy Souza
Kendall Staab
Molly Turnage
Tracey ward
Jody Williams
:
Allyson vangel
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About 2,000 ·tickets
left for Diamond Rio
students' parents right after Labor Day.
Tickets cost $13 per person.
Lee Roy Parnell will open for Diamond Rio.
Exactly half of the tickets for the Parents
Moore said the concert is geared toward
Weekend concert had been sold as of Monday, parents.
leaving 2,050 seats to be sold before the Oct.
"We couldn't have bands like Blind Melon or
29 show, said Erin Moore, concert coordinator They Might Be Giants (for Parents Weekend),"
for the University Board.
Moore said. "And even though some (students)
Diamond Rio, a six-man country western don't like country music, a lot do.
band, will be the first country group to per"Considering the area and country music's
form for Parents Weekend.
popularity, (the concert) is good for this
Moore said a concert sell-out would be nice, region," Moore said. "I don't know how well it
but organizers will settle for lower sales.
would do further south or up north in the
"We would definitely like to sell out, but, if state. But there are a lot of people that listen
we can sell .80 percent or even 70 percent, we to it."
will be happy," Moore said. "If it keeps selling
Only one show will be offered for Parents
the way it is, I don't know if we'll even be able Weekend this year, rather than the two perforto open it up to the general public."
mances by comedian Bill Cosby last year,
Eastern faculty will only be given a shot at Moore said.
buying tickets if they are parents of Eastern
"It won't cost nearly as much to do this
students ·or if ticket sales are opened to the show," Moore said. "With Bill Cosby last year
public.
we had to do two shows to be able to make a
"(Opening tickets to the public) depends on profit, but this year we definitely stand to
the number of tickets sold by next Friday," said make a profit with just one."
David Milberg, director of student activities.
Diamond Rio's hits include "Norma Jean
"We are happy with what we have sold so far."
Riley," "Meet in the Middle," and "Mirror,
Order forms for the concert were sent out to Mirror." ·

It's About Time

Tonight
Steve Al"ini's Band

Shellac

By SHONNA JUGAN
Staff writer

Blood ·drive falls short
By STEPHANIE CARROLL
Activities editor

Red Cross officials fell
short Tuesday of their 300pint goal, gathering 261 pints
in Eastern'sfall blood drive.
"We lost a big chunk
(Tuesday)," said Dave Klein,
regional coordinator for the
Red Cross. "That really concerns us. But we're hoping for
more."
The blood drive will continue from 11 a.m. to ·5 p.m.
today and Thursday in the
University Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Donations fell nine pints
short of meeting the Red

wl die
&Goatboy

Congrats on finally
getting lavaliered!
Love, your A-Phi
roomies.
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Must 17e at least 17 to enter

An alcohol free event

Happy Birthday!
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MEGAN
TARGONSKI
Have Fun on you 21 st
B-day! Love your Lil' Kjd
-Hope
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Back Wednesday

Cross' goal of 250 pints dur- break up of blood types yet,
~Quarterback Club at l l Noon
ing Monday's blood drive.
we "do know that when people
Huge Chef Sala
"We really are pushing to come out in mass we are
Wednesday Drink Specials:
w/coffee or
make the goal, though," Klein bound to get the types we
20
oz.
Bud
Light
&.
said.
need," Klein said. "We got to
h
Miller Lite $} 4°
Though the donors consist get those numbers of people
mostly of students, Klein coming out."
$ 3 00 Pitchers
said, many city residents
Klein said a member of his ·
6 oz. Rlbeye Dinner (includes salad, veggie&: potato) '650
have come in to donate as family was taken to Sarah
well.
· Bush Lincoln Health Center
Open entry into res~urant until 9 o'clock; 21 ~r. 9;00 1 c-.. 1 • 1 f' •.
Pool •120 - Bar & Pool e 21; Never a cover
- "Students have been mak- Monday and needed two units
ing it through within 45 min- of blood.
utes to an hour," he said.
"When it hits home, it
Klein said hospitals in this takes on a whole different
region are experiencing a code meaning," Klein said. "Stured, which means they do not dents should know that they
have enough blood for all can really have an impact on
their patients. Area hospitals someone's life.
are especially in need of types
"We really need to see them
0 negative and B negative.
come in," he added. "We really
"Though I can't tell the need these folks."

IDildlerl

•

9:00 p.m. - Midnight
·Friday Sept. 30th
Rathskeller

Correction
In a caption on Page 1 of Monday's edition of The Daily Eastern News, the Parent's Club president should have been identified as Dick Wherry. Charles Seputis should have been identified as a
member.
In Tuesday's newspaper, the men playing soccer in the photo on Page 8 were not members of the
Eastern soccer team. They were members of the Sigma Pi fraternity's intramural soccer team.
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The Special You Have
Been Waiting Forll
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345-1075

Limit 2 cards per person
Thanks to the Moose Lodge

**FREE Breadsticks with any
Large or X - Large Pizza**
~

"WE'LL BRING 'EM TO YA"

FREE
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STUDY?
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ALPHA SIGMA TAU
Proudly congratulates the following members on their
Academic Achievement

4.0
Tiffany Smith
Tressa Themas
Diane Schmelzel

3.99-3.50
Kerri Lay
Joanna Metalios
Lori Sloan

3.49-3.00

Shelly Conner
Laura King
,r.:;, Michelle Dodson Lisa Ledebuhr
~
Carrie Dunham
MariBeth Long
•
Michelle Eidson
Heidi Lunt
Missy Glomb
Kristi Marshall
q Stacey Hamn
Beth Matkovich
. • · ..Judy.Jankowski - . Sarah McCain

\I

Kim Spencer
Aimee Wodarczyk

Jessica McDonough Sarah Romans
Robyn McNally Jennifer Saunders
Heather Sloan
Cami Merkle
Angie Michener Laurie Surges
Vicky Walker
Amy Miller
Karen Parks
Amy Plath . . .......... . .... .
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Graceful Quindlen desetVes place in the canon
i feel like I'm losing a dear
who accused William Kennedy
friend. It's as if I'm standing on
Smith of rape. She wrote with
fire about the Anita Hillthe doorstep, bidding farewell
to close companion, and
Clarence Thomas hearings, and
"She strives,
tapped into the national conthen mournfully watching the
car drive away.
sciousness with her moving
above all else,
criticism of the Gulf War.
There will be a breezy void
simply to make
after she's gone, one of those
Her critical thinking has
(readers) think." served readers with passionate
hard-to-fill gaps that close only after months or years.
and rational discussions of
abortion, politics, war and gay
Anna Quindlen is leaving
Chris
rights. Such consistently liberal
The New York Times at the
Sundheim
end of the year. And without
stances must have brought
her, the Op-Ed pages just
truck loads of stinging, vitriolic
won't carry the same weight or the singular grace of
hate mail, like the time a man who had read her
the nation's best voice of feminism.
endorsement of homosexuals in the military sent a
Quindlen has been rightfully heralded as one of the
box of dead roaches.
foremost commentators of our day. The Times loses a
Since she began writing opinion for the Times,
great asset with her departure and so do American
Quindlen stepped into a stubbornly male profession
intellectuals.
and made it hers. She is only the third woman ever to
It isn't just her cogent arguments about women's
appear regularly on the Times' Op-Ed page. lfTimes
Issues at the male-dominated Times. It isn't just the
executives have any prudence, they'll build on
unsparing ~xamination of her personal life in a nationQuindlen's resounding success with more female
columnists.
al newspaper, or even her unmatched ability to turn a
phrase until it rings like a bell.
Whatever one thinks of her politics, there's no di5-'.
missing Quindlen's accomplished career. She's leaves
The central theme of Quindlen's work is never to
make readers think as she does. She strives, above all
with an enviable record of achievement. Since starting
else, simply to make them think.
work at the Times, Quindlen has published two collections of columns, won the Pulitzer Prize for commenAnyone with that talent deserves a place in the cantary, hit it big on the lecture circuit, reared three kids
on.
No matter how readers feel about the topic at hand,
and written two novels.
As The New Yorker observed following Quindlen's
they had to admire the sheer elegance and intelligence of Quindlen's columns, titled "Public&.. Priannouncement to step down, "Her fans may be
vate."
secretly pleased to know that even Anna Quindlen
I don't think of myself as a fan of Quindlen. I'm a
can't do it all."
So savor these last few months of Quindlen's writstudent of hers. Her writing is always grounded in
common sense, the experiences we all have but don't
ing. If she brings to fiction what she brought to the
commit to ink. Whether contemplating her IrishTimes, her novels are sure to win literary acclaim and
Catholic heritage or her daughter's birthday, Quindlen
easy best-seller status. Quindlen loyalists will hang on
has written about the everyday with an amazing eye
every page.
for detail. The depth of a child's stare, the subtleties of
Perhaps between novels she'll find time again to
dining-room conversation.
crown the Times with an occasional byline.
In a clear, incisive voice, Quindlen buttresses all her
To Quindlen I extend my sincerest thank you, as
arguments with potent doses of real life and an uncanw.ill millions of others. You've touched more lives and
ny ability to see, as one critic wrote, "the private effect young careers than you can ever know. You will be
of the most public of deeds."
sorely missed.
And she's done it with guts.
- Chris Sundheim is associate news editor and a
Quindlen made news in 1991 when she blasted her
own newspaper for printing the name of the woman
columnist for The Daily Eastern News.

a

Tuition kid gloves
need to be taken
off against BOG
If the Board of Governors meeting last
week was a boxing match, students would
have been COr1$idered knocked down in the
first round. ~
Our elected camp.us prizefighter, featherweight BOG Representative Matt Giordano,
took a dive. Giordano
told students earlier in
the week he would
fight the tuition
increase, only to question the board a bit
and then buckle under to a 3.5 percent hike.
He said after the meeting the 3.5 percent
i11crease was reasonable to him, adding he is
happy the increase wasn't 5 percent .
. Afte~ ~hjs ~ P~{for!'Pance, one wonders if
ttte Student•·senate will allow Giordano to
redeem himself or look for someone else to
go to the October BOG meeting for Round

Ed.itorial

2.
Giordano said a tuition hike is inevitable.
He's right, but it was wrong of him to give
in to the BOG and accept the estimated 3.5
hike.
He shouldn't be rude or irrational, but
Giordano does need to hold his ground and
tell the BOG that enough is enough. He
needs to always· fight a tuition increase.
Senate members need to make Giordano
be the voice of the students or they need to
get someone else. During his campaign,
Giordano pledged to be the voice of the students - he wasn't their voice Thursday.
The students need to have someone talking to the BOG who will not budge or
accept any proposed tuition increases.
There are others on the senate who could
take Giordano's place. Senate Speaker Stacy
Hart or Tuition Committee Chairman Jason
Anselment are two possible candidates. Hart
has pledged in previous senate meeting to
fight any tuition increase, and Anselment has
been a vocal opponent as well.
But would they buckle too? History shows
that the BOG has had its way with student
representatives.
The students need representatives who
will hold their ground and not be beat like a
punching bag by higher education officials.

,::~D.lf'i (\IJOTE
\;otf.:1a have done somefore . . Now hi's<tOO ncll

Writer gives advice,
asks for help in
finding lost pets
Dear editor:
During our search for our lost cat,
we have l~ed some things that
might be useful to people who happen to find a lost pet. Many people
may be unaware that the Animal
Shelter can be a place of contact for
animal owners and lost-animal finders.
You can call there and give a description of an animal that you have
found. Then, if an owner calls up
looking for that animal, the match can
be made very quickly. You don't
need to drop the animal off at the
shelter.
Also, many people may think that
a cat that appears lost lacks a con-

Tour turn
cerned owner. In most cities, Including Charleston, cats are free to roam
and are not subject to a leash law. So
a cat that is roaming may not be a •
homeless cat. The cat also could be
lost follOwing a move to a new
house, an Illness, or an ln)uiy.
Our cat fell from a tree on Sept.
18, received treatment from our vet ·
and appeared to recrNer. When she
disappeared two days later, we wondered whether she might have suffered Internal injuries when she fell. If
so, she could have become dazed,
confused and lost. Someone could
find such an animal and not realize
that it needed medical care.
Sometimes owners place newspaper ads, as we have done, offering a
reward. Our cat is a small, tan and

white female with both short and
medium-length fur. If anyone has
found our cat, please call 348-5087.
If you have found any pet, you may
call the Coles County Animal Shelter
at 345-4112. Qµick recrNery of a pet
by Its owner can save the owner
much grief, and sometimes it can be
a life saver for the pet.

Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed,
the name of the author, in addition to
the author's address and telephone
number, must be included. If necessary, letters will be edited according
to length and space at the discretion
of the edit page editor or editor in
chief.
Anonymous letters will not be

printed.
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Colleges take tuition,
ignore top priorities
BOSTON (AP) - The average tuition at America's fouryear colleges rose 6 percent
this year, twice the rate of
inflation, and studies show a
growing share of the money is
going toward public relations
instead of teaching.
Although the increase was
twice the inflation rate, it was
also the smallest since 1989,
according to the College Board,
an association of 2,800 highereducation institutions. The figures were released Wednesday.
According to the College
Board, average tuition is now
$11, 709 at four-year private
schools and $2,686 at four-year
public schools, both 6 percent
increases over last year.
The cost of two-year private
institutions rose 5 percent, to
$6,511, and two-year public
colleges, 4 percent, to $1,298.
When room, board, books,
supplies and transportation
are added in, the average total
cost of a college education
comes to $18,784 for resident
students at four-year private
schools and $8,990 at public
schools.
Separate government statistics also show that the proportion of money used by colleges
for instruction, libraries and
maintenance is shrinking, and
the amount spent on public
relations, marketing and fundraising is increasing.
''We're paying more and getting less than we got 10 years
ago," said Stephanie Arelonio,
president of the U.S. Student
Association. "We're learning
from videotapes in some
instances. Class sizes have
grown. ... It would be nice to
see the professor sometime."
David Warren, president of
the National Association of
Independent Colleges and
Universities, said health-care

Spaghetti Special
Every Wednesday
4'Til 10 P.M.
$ 1.99 Full Order
With Garlic Bread
$3.14 With Salad

Bear Glasses

•1.2s

$

J. 00 Refill

1606 Lincoln Ave.

keep the glass

''W.

e're paying
more and getting
less than we got 10
years ago." _

Wednesday at

Utl_arty's

-Stephanie Arelonio
president of the U.S.
Student Association.
-"

1/2 lb. Double
Cheeseburger
Large
20
oz. Fries
Drink
.·· ,21
· ~·

Steak Sandwich w/fries

$2.99

'3",

benefits for faculty members
and staff account for much of
the tuition increase.
Cuts in federal grants and
loans are also forcing colleges
to give their own scholarships,
Warren said. School spending
on scholarships and fellowships rose 70 percent from
1982 to 1992, according to the
U.S. Education Department.
During the same period, the
proportion of their budgets
that colleges spent on instruction fell from 32.4 percent to
30.7 percent, the department
said.
Spending on libraries fell
from 2. 7 percent to 2.3 percent
and on maintenance from 8.4
percent to 6.6 percent.
On the other hand, administrative budgets increased 45
percent at private universities
and 26 percent at public universities, the Education Department said.
"It raises the question of
what educational institutions
are here for," said James Perley, a biology professor at the
College of Wooster in Ohio and
president of the American
Association of University Professors.
But Warren said many of
the increased administrative
costs are going to counseling
and job placement services,
which he said college students
are demanding.
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Bridget Bierle
Rebecca Boldt
Sharon Brooker
Heather Buck
Bridgett Calhoun
Jessica Clark
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Senate may seat new
co111·t justices tonight
By ANDREA FREIDINGER
Staff writer
Members of the Student
Senate will have an opportunity tonight to question two
candidates applying for positions on the Student Government Supreme Court before
voting to approve their appointments.
Student Body President
Blake Wood has nominated
students Michael Podmolik, a
sophomore business major,
and Aaron Krizik, a senior
political science major, to fill
two court vacancies left by
Steven Hartsfield and April
Gowdy. Gowdy was promoted
to take over as chief justice of
the court, replacing former
justice Andy Ramage who
graduated last spring.
Justices serve two-year
terms.
Court justices are not
allowed to hold any other positions in Student Government
and must be full-time students with a minimum 2.25
GPA.
"All the candidates are very
well qualified," Wood said.
"They are familiar with the
constitution and are able to
handle what comes before
them."
Krizik is currently the vice
president of the Interfraternity Council and the chief jus' li:& of •the Greek Standards
•· .Board. He is also, a.member of
Sigma Iota Lambda, a pre-law
honorary society.
"I can bring the rational to
make good decisions and look
at the facts in a businesslike
fashion," Krizik said. "I will
also review prior cases and go
by the circumstances."
Podmolik has served as
associate justice on the Greek
Standards Board and is president of the Junior Interfraternity Council.
"I have worked with mock
trials and know the legal process very well," Podmolik said.
Gowdy, currently a justice
on the court, said she is ready
to take on the responsibilities
of the chiefjustice position.
"I feel I am qualified for the
position of chief justice,"
Gowdy said. "I teach two law
classes and I am very familiar
with the constitution."

Members to examine
school's strategic plan
By DAVE HOSICK
Student government editor

present its recommendations to fill seven senate
vacancies.
Student Senate members
Hart said the committee
will try to clear up any mis- will give its recommendaconceptions about the new tions for the vacancies that
strategic plan tonight when the senate will have to
a member of the university approve. If approved, those
president's staff meets with new senate members will be
them.
seated at tonight's meeting.
Jill Nilsen, special assis- Eleven applicants applied to
tant to the president, will fill the vacancies.
attend tonight's meeting to
The senate will also have
answer any questions sen- to approve the appointate members have concern- ments of Michael Podmolik
ing the new plan.
and Aaron Krizik as justices
Student Government on the Student Government
meets at 7 p.m. in the Supreme Court. Both candiArcola-Tuscola Room of the dates were selected by
Martin Luther King Jr. Student Body President
University Union.
Blake Wood.
Senate Speaker Stacy
Court Justice April
Hart said the strategic plan Gowdy will also have to be
discussion should be benefi- approved for the chief juscial for all senate members.
tice position.
"This meeting will not be
Podmolik and Krizik
as detailed as the Faculty would be filling the justice
Senate forum held a couple vacancies left by Gowdy and
of weeks ago on the plan," Steven Hartsfield. Andy
Hart said. "But a few senate Ramage stepped down from
members have expressed an the chief justice position
interest in learning more upon his graduation.
about the plan."
Senate member Jack
Hart said the discussion Kaufman will also propose
on the strategic plan should the creation of a "Lead or
not last more than 30 min- Leave: Register Once" proutes, and she encourages all gram at Eastern.
students to attend the
"Lead or Leave" is a
meeting.
voter-registration program
Also at the meeting, the based in Washington, D.C.,
Legislative Leadership that allows students to regCommittee, headed by ister to vote in their college
Hart, after days of inter- districts at the same time
viewing candidates, will they register for college.

Gowdy is a graduate stu- members. The court may also
dent pursuing a . master's rule on original jurisdiction
degree in political science. She and impeachment.
works as a graduate assistant
"We are the third party for
in the political science depart- · checks and balances, similar
ment, and is the president of to the national level (of govSigma Iota Lambda. She is ernment)," Gowdy said.
Podmolik said he would like
also a former senate member.
Gowdy said as chief justice to move past last year's view
she will handle future court of the court. In the court's only
proceedings on a case-by-case decision last year, the court
basis.
overturned a Student GovernThe court deals with Stu- ment Elections Committee
dent Government constitu- verdict when it ruled that
tional issues, such as discrimi- deducting vote totals as punnation within organizations ishment for campaign violaand conflicts between senate tions was unconstitutional.
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GANDOLFI·
CHIROPRACTIC
· In Charleston

EVERYTHING'S FREE
After ten years of providing Eastern Students
with quality Chiropractic care, we are welcoming
the students back to school.
To welcome you back we are offering to perform
our services on your first visit absolutely free
with this ad! This includes consultation,
treatment, and X-rays if indicated.

Call NOW to schedule your appointment.

GANDOLFI
CHIROPRACTIC
2115 18th St.

Call 345-4065

Villa e & Tokens Annual

lOO's OF ITEMS

1/2 Off or Better on

Everything On The Sidewalk!
l~IE..

/

*New Patients only, Ad must be presented on lst visit
Expires Oct. 31, 1994
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Hotline calls -f or help
Staff writer

Volunteers are needed to answer phones
for a 24-hour, domestic-abuse hotline provided by the Coalition Against Domestic
Violence.
Sara Zuber, adult advocate for the coalition, said more volunteers are needed to
help with the victims who come to the coalition for support or information.
Two abuse hotlines have been in place
for more than 10 years now, said Amy Keys,
direct service coordinator for the coalition.
Keys said anyone involved in an abusive
situation may call the hotlines at 345-4300
or 235-4300. A new toll-free number will be
available soon.
Zuber said she encourages Eastern students, among other area residents, to volunteer their time toward the coalition.
"There have been a lot of clients lately,"
Zuber said.
Training sessions for the hotline begin

from 6 to 9 p.m. on Oct. 7 and from 9 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. on Oct. 8.
Anyone who wants to volunteer should
contact the coalition's office at 348-5931.
The hotlines are the latest effort of the
coalition, Zuber said. Seven full-time workers and several interns from Eastern work
with clients to counsel and support abused
victims . The coalition , founded in 1978,
serves Coles and surrounding counties.
Zuber also said plans are coming together for a new adult women's support group.
The group will meet from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
in the first-floor conference room at the
Paris Community Hospital every third
Thursday of each month, beginning Nov.
17.
The coalition provides counseling for
individuals and groups, Zuber said. It
offers legal advice, provides shelter to
abuse victims and provides donated food
and clothing to victims in need.
All services from the coalition are free
and confidential.

By BOBBI JO WORMAN

Eastern will host an open house for its
master's of business administration program from 5 to 7 p.m. Thursday in
Lumpkin Hall.
Area students and community members
are invited to look over the MBA program
and meet with administrators and graduate faculty.
·
Mike Wilson, director of the program,
said open houses have been a useful
recruiting tool in the past.
"The program has been successful in
recruiting students for the program," he
said. "We have a 58 percent increase of students in the program from last year."
For the open house, many exhibits will
be set up in the faculty atrium of Lumpkin

n1,.,.ft

345 - 77 I I
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& Soft
Contacts

Business program to host
open house Thursday
· Staff writer

105 W. Lincoln

·~~

Volunteers needed to work phones
By PHILLIP HARTMAN

...-......

113

Soft
Contacts

Hall. Information about the program and
financial information will also be available.
The MBA program consists of upperlevel business courses. Its core consists of
27 hours spread over nine classes. Some of
these classes include accounting, finance,
operational management, operational
research and marketing.
The open house is one of several offered
throughout the state concerning Eastern's
MBA program.
Similar open houses featuring Eastern's
MBA program were held on the campuses
of community colleges in Champaign and
Urbana. Another open house is scheduled
for tonight in Danville.
"The MBA program covers all the bases,"
Wilson said. "This program is set up for
individuals who desire more education
than a bachelor's degree."

Includes Exam

Complete
Glasses

Call 345--:5100
From Mattoon: 235-0300
2 Blocks East Of Old Main

904 E. Lincoln Charleston
Dr. Steven H. Lane O.D.
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Miller Genuine Draft
509 Van Buren
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Covered by "Quality
Plu•" Warranty
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LuNctt Sr&s;;JALS
• Baked Italian Foccacia
w/cup of soup or salad
• Chicl<en fried steak, real
mashed potatoes,
vegetable and roll
• Garden omelette,
muffin and choice of
fruit or salad
EVENING SPECIALS
AfTER 5PM
•Southwestern chicken
with salad and corn
bread

GREAT BREAKFASTS
EVERY MORNING!
409 7th St.• 345-7427
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--------------Owen Automot.ive and Tire.

Fee may apply in some areas.. Coll for appointment.

cif.ar end5 Sep. 30, 199,_ No oth.- discounts apply.
Redeem ol porticipohng Goodyear retailer.
-

I

discoo~ts

I

Offer ends Sep. 30, _1.994. No other
opply.
Redeem at port1c1pcnng Goodyear retailer.
...

417 Madison • Charleston, IL 61920

345-2130

.

MAKE SOMEONE'S DAY HERE
OR ANYWHERE IN THE U.S.A.
WITH TOKENS. BALLOON AND
GIFT COMBO DELIVERY AVAILABLE.
_ _ _ _ca9/7, 12, 15,20,23,28
CHARACTERGRAMS
musical/comedy, characters for all
occasions. Police woman, Elvis,
comedy strippers and more! 3488498.
_ _ _ _9/9, 14, 16,21,23,28,30
HOME TOWN SECRETARIAL
SERVICE will type your research
papers, thesis, reports, business
letters. 345-7341, leave message
-------~10/20
THE BROOKDALE GROUP- A
Human Resource Management
Organization which serves corporate clients. Our Services included: Marketing of Resumes,
Career Counseling, COMPLETE
RESUME
SERVICEConsultation/Composition, Video
Resumes, "Vanilla" Resumes,
Networking Cards. For more
information call: (217)258-8026,
(217)234-7007' (217)235-3818,
or FAX (217)235-454, (217)2588029.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/29
Now teaching Native American
Dance, if interested call Shannon,
Cindy 581-5759.

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.

The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

DIREUTORI
Available pos. for experienced
cook. Must be willing to work and
able to handle respon . Food &
Sanitation Cert. perferred, but not
necessary. FT or PT. Apply 738
18th St. Chas., IL EOE.
-------__,~12/9
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING!
Earn up to $2,000+/month working on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies.
World
travel.
Seasonal & full-time employment
available. No experience necessary. For more information call 1206-634-0468 ext. C57381.
_ _ _ _ __ _ __ 9/30
Panthers is hiring female bartenders. Great $$$$. Apply
tonight 8-9p.m. No experience
needed.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 9/28

MEBTIVEll
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TB.l."VEL
TB.illmWG/lkuoou
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Early Childhood ed. majors to
Nanny for 5 children, weekends
(approx 20-25 hrs) in Effingham.
ONLY SERIOUS NEED APPLY.
342-2131 ext. 101, Leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/9
EXTERIOR
PAINTERS
Experienced Student Painters
1needed to paint Charleston area
homes. Full or Part time, AMERICAN COLLEGE PAINTERS
1 (800)626-6267.
"Painting
Americas homes coast to coast.".
-----,..,.-....,.----,.-~9/28
PART TIME YOUTH LEADER
FOR FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
OF CHARLESTON. Individual
must be a born again Christian
with a strong desire to minister to
the spiritual life of young people.
Must have an outgoing personality with strong organizational skill
and have approximately 10 hours
a week to devote to this ministry.
Interested applicants please send
resume to or letter of application
to; Rev. Leoriard K Lewis, 2800
University Drive, Charleston II.
61920.
_ ca9/19,20,27,28, 10/5,6,13,14,
$1500 weekly possible mailing
our circulars! Begin Nowl For
information call (202)298-9065.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/30
Need extra cash for Christmas?
Enjoy Flexible hours? Join Avon
before Oct 3 and receive $20 free
products. call 345-2866
ea 9/21,22,23,26,27,28,29,30
Help Wanted to draw mural for
wall for the Salvation Army.
Salary negotiable. Please Call
Lieutenant Troy Barker 234-3915.
--------,-,..,.-9130
Now hiring mature individuals to
work with the developmentally
disabled. Excellent Opportunity
for Special Ed, Psy. Majors. Apply
in person at 1701 18th St, or call
345-4224.
--------=c--=-c9/30
NOW HIRING!! STOP THE FAST
FOOD CYCLE! WE OFFER A
PROFESSIONAL ATMOSPHERE,
PAID TRAINING, GREAT PAY,
LEARN A SKILL FOR THE
FUTURE. PART TIME EVENINGS
AVAILABLE WITH FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULES. CALL 348-5250.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 12/12

Classified Ad Form
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - Phone:

Student

O Yes 0

No

Dates to run _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __

Ad to read:

ACROSS
1 Funeral stand
slick
a A little night
music
12 Like matzoh
11 Della's creator
n 1Sth-century
monarch, too
familiarly?
19 Tributary
20 Residents of
Meshed
21 Still
22 Miss Merkel
23Babyfood
21 Items that are
piled
29 Overwhelms

Are you tired of making minimum
wage? Do you feel unsatisfied in
your current job? If your answer is
"YES!!", we have the solution!!
Apply now and join our enthusiastic, dependable team!! We are looking for caring and reliable people to
fill FT and PT positions in our
dietary, habilitation and activities
departments. All shifts available.
Flexible hours, paid training, competitive salary and benefits offered.
If jOb security, advancement possibilities and challenging, yet rewarding work is what you are looking for,
apply at 738 18th St. Chas. , II
61920. EOE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1219
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT- Students
Needed! Fishing Industry. Earn up
to $3,000-$6,000+ per month .
Room and board! Transportation!
Male or Female. No experience
necessary. Call (206)545-4155 ext
A57382.

WANTED: 10 overweight, tired ,
and broke students who want to
change. Call Carol at 234-6629.
10/3

Loving Couple wishes to give your
baby a lifetime of happiness and
dreams come true. Call us anytime,
Deb & Jim 1(800)708-8648.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/31

34 Shah Jahan's

building site
36 Salve base
38 Ennoble
39 Lake Ontario
outlet, too
familiarly?
42 Indian follower
43 TV's Ricky
44 Tangent's
cousin
45 Shenanigans
47 Frond holder
48 It makes towels
plushy
so Indy SOO
advertiser
52 Actress
Thompson

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use o n l y ) - - - - - -- -- -- Pe~~n

accepting ad _ __ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __

no. words/days
Payment:

Amount due:$ _ __ __

Cl Cash

Cl Check

Cl Credit

Check number_ _ _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 1O cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

P.M. WTW0-2
6:00 News
6:30 NBC News
7:00 Wheel of Fortune
7:30 Cops
8:00 Cosby Mysteries
8:30
9:00 Dateline NBC
9:30
10:00 Law & Order
t0:30

PROGRESSIVE HEALTH PROFESSIONALS Orientation meeting
be from 12:00 to 12:50 today or at 5 p.m. thursday in Life Science room
201. Students new to Eastern who have an interest in Medicine,
Dentistry Vet-Med, Optometry, PT, Pharmacy, Nursing or Med Tee are
urged to attend this meeting.
THE AGENCY MEETING will be at 10 a.m. today in the Buzzard
Building Mac Lab.
PHI GAMMA NU will have an executive board meeting at 6 p.m. today
in Lumpkin Hall room 027. Wear letters all day.
WESLEY FOUNDATION COMMUNION will be at 9:30 p.m. tonight in
the Wesley United Methodist Chapel.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will hold a Bible study at 6 p.m. in
Coleman Hall room 109A.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass will be at 9 p.m. tonight at the
Newman Center.
ZETA PHI BETA Sorority present "Our Children deserve a chance display" from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. today in the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
ZETA PHI BETA sorority will host "Movie Trivia" at 7 p.m. tonight in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Gallery.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP Bible study will be at 7 p.m.
tonight at the Christian Campus House. Call 345-6990.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have a business meeting at 5:30 p.m.
tonight in the Charleston/Mattoon room in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
ASSOCIATION OF HONORS STUDENTS will meet at 7 p.m. tonight in
Phipps Lecture Hall in the Physical Science building.
UB HOMECOMING PARADE Committee meeting will be at 8:30 p.m.
tonight in the Kansas room in the Martin Luther King Jr.- University
Union. All RSO's participating in Homecoming must attend.
UB HOMECOMING CORONATION Meeting will be at 8:30 p.m. tonight
in the Effingham room in the Martin Luther king Jr. University Union.
UB HOMECOMING ACTIVITIES Meeting will be at 8:30 p.m. tonight in
the Charleston/Mattoon room in the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP Choir will have rehearsal at 6 p.m.
September 30 in Fine Arts room 013. Mandatory attendance. If you
cannot attend call Dr. Bank at 2919 or 348-1247 before Friday.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for
Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DE.ADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Chp that 1s
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.
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Panther golfers rmish last in invit ational
the 18-teams at the three-day
tournament.
Mike Zedrick led the
The Panthers golfed well, Panthers on their first day of
but still couldn't overcome the tournament with a
the competition Tuesday at three-under-par 75, but folthe Tennessee-Martin Invit- lowed up with the team's
ational - their biggest tour- highest total on the second
day.
nament of the season.
Todd Nurnberger had the
Although the Panthers'
two-day total of 624 (311 and lowest two-day total with a
313) was hardly their worst 151 (78 and 73). Cass Davis
outing, it was the worst of (80 and 81), Mark Smaiyzs

By JOHN BATES
Staff writer

Roommate Needed, 2 Bedroom
water/trash paid, $225 Carlyle
Apartments, 345-3331 .

SPRING & SUMMER SUBLEASE. ROOMMATE NEEDED,
OWN BEDROOM, 10 MINUTES
FROM CAMPUS. $172.00 & 1/3
UTILITIES PER MONTH . NICE.
CALL SONA 345-5149.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/29

,. .·

FoBBR\'T

DORM SIZE REFRIGERATORS
AND MICROWAVES FOR RENT
CALL 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/12
2 & 3 Bedroom Houses For Rent345-3554.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/30
Lg . 2 bdr. Adult Apt . Kitchen
.Appliances, Trash lncl, $350 per
month.
345-8546.
___
_ _ _ _ _ _9/30
Apartment for rent, for student in
built home near campus, utilities
included. 345-6760
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/28

Fonl.ll.B
1987 Mustang Gt 5.0, low miles,
Pioneer detachable face tape
deck . $4,400 call 581-6517 or
581-6556.

---~--,.------..,,.-----.,,,-9130

8 bit Nintendo and 8 games $50
call 345-3057.
,,....,--=----=:--,--.,.------,--9128
91 Camaro RS blue, loaded,
great condition, 48k miles, $9,500
obo, call Nathan at (212)2534078.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/28

LOST: Female cat, light tan &
white fur. Lost in area of
Reynolds Dr. on Sept 20th. Cat
might have internal injuries .
Needs special food . REWARD!
Please call 348 -5087 , ask for
Alice.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ha-00

Kenwood CD player, all options, 1

=s.-w-.c=.--~H-,-A=pp=y-2~1s=T=,~y=o.,..,..uMAY

BE OLDER, BUT I STILL LOVE
YOU MORE. ALWAYS KEG.
9/28

87 ESCORT, GOOD CONDITION, $1100 OBO, CALL 348 3424.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/30

GRAND BALL COSTUMES &
MORE! NEW LOCATION 609
Sixth Street. GRAND OPENING
Saturday, Oct 1, 10am-6pm.
WCBH Live Broadcast 2-4pm .
Register this week for free prizes!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/30
LIPKE FOR KING!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/28
NOELLE FRERE : CONGRATU·
LATIONS on receiving HONORARY ORDER OF OMEGA!
Your sisters are proud of you.
9/28
J~E""'N-=--=c-=--v""'E"'R:::T-..H-:-a_p_p_y-=2..,...1s-:-t-=B-day!
Love ya, Lisa , Kelly, Jen and
Sidney.
-=-:--:--=---=-----:--=-=9/28
Alpha Garns- Susannah $ Cheryl·
Thank you for everything that you
have done for me. I'm glad you're
both my morns! Love Kendall.
9/28
J-U-L-IE~W-.-L.-U~T=z,,__-H-A'"""'P~P~Y-20TH

The pledges of Sigma Chi would
like to thank all of the sororities
for participating in Derby Days.
We had a great time, and we are
looking forward to next year.
,..,.,.--,--,.--,,,-----,9/28
Would you like an opportunity to
become a better speaker? Would
you like the chance to try your
hand at LAW? Get involved in
MOCK TRIAL!! Applications and
information now available at all
PRE LAW meetings. Tuesday at
2:30 Rm 309, & Wednesday at
4:00pm Rm 203 . Or call Julie
581-8102, Courtney 348-1685,
Kristi 345-3923, or Dr. Leigh
#6220.
9/30

yr. old, remote, must sell $125.00
call Chad at 581-6517 or Phil
581-6556.
9/30
,...,M=E"'""'N=s_,,C,....,A-,-N,.,.N=o,.,..N=D'"""'A..,..L=E-=R,....,A-=-c1NG
BIKE, BLACK GREAT CONDITION NOW SELLING FOR ONLY
. HALF THE PRICE OF $300
CALL
_ _SHAWN
_ _ _348-1815.
_ _ _ _9/28

(81-79) and Brad Schwartzwalder (78 and 80) also participated in the tournament.
Coach Mike Monce! added
the Tennessee-Martin Invitational to the team's schedule
only a couple of weeks ago,
because he believed his team
needed a tournament this
size to improve.
Morehead State won the
tournament with a 584 followed by Mobile (587), Tenn-

C_A_P_O~N-E~'~S-IS_T_H=E-B~E~s=T-SPOT

FOR YOUR PRIVATE FUNCTIONS, DJ , DANCING, POOL
GAMES, 348-0288.
,..,..---.-::-:---:,..----=:---=-9/28
Hey Alpha Gamms- The float is
looking AWESOME! Keep up the
great work and we'll see you
Friday afternoon for 4'oclock club
at the float! Delts
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ea 9/28,30

BIRTHDAY! You can celebrate
tonight with Paul, Wesson Oil, or
your awesome roommates- you
choose. We love you, Kim, Kristi,
and Tracy.

~=----,,---,....,,.---,,...--9128

KDR'S get excited for homecoming, because the AST'S are
psyched! Love, the Taus.
9/28
=D=EL~T=A-z=E=T=A-N~E=W,.,...,...,M-:-E=M~BERS :

WE LOVE YOU GIRLS AND WE
ARE SO PROUD OF YOU! KEEP
UP YOUR HARDWORK- IT WILL
PAY OFF SOON! LOVE, YOUR
SISTERS.

..,.---=--,-,..,..--~-:-=-9/28

Jen C-vert: Happy 21 st B-day,
tonight will be a night to remember! Love, your roomie Brittney.

~--,.-,--~=-....,..,....,..,9/28

Congratulations to Mike McKnight
of Sigma Nu on getting lavaliered
to Khristine Scanlan of Alpha
Sigma Alpha! From the Men of
Sigma Nu.

---~~_,__.,,....,..,..-9/28

Happy 21 st birthday C-Vert from
FtSter, Ronnie, and Macri.

=c---:--::---,:--.,....,...-:----.::-:9~8

Cindy Crawford (a.k .a C-Vert)
Happy 21 st from Billy, Bart, Matt
and Dan.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/28

Calvin and Hobbes
'(e'S \C.IOS, '(OO'U. LI\!:£ 'EM 50
1"E.'('RE CR\)t-lCWC ~ 1\tE:
CAJl'S\OE, ~'(OM 1"~ \"'SlllE ~~. 'bi ~'t &. ~~ 1'()
T£LE"\SICN ~RSl:>NA.\...\\'(,
H°EQE 1tl ltll 'IOU A8>\11 ~E.'fl, ~~~ 1"E'i ~t AA~ ~ SING~ S\1" ST\LL! ~£~8EI.! I~
i\IE CE~L [ GET ~\O 10
\t',l>R~E.0 .. Q40CO\Ji{"E. F~t> ~WQAL 11G1EOIE.Ki Ql ~~
S\JGAR ~SS~' t l~ 'EM! ~l~M.\t\ 10 GEi \~ "ffit ~'(OF RE~ll:~t'!lt\
if R\GI, ~'f "ft.Slt! MM#
f~! I

"''· 1'11\ CAL"l~. EMl~~T

\

Scott Cornelius from Mobessee Tech (594), Southeast
Missouri State (594), Tenn- . ile scored the tournament's
essee-Martin (596), Union lowest total with a 142.
The Panthers hardly have
College (599), Jacksonville
State (600), Northern Ala- time to sleep as they continbama (601), Arkansas State ue golfing at 10 a.m. today at
(602), Samford (603), West- t he Butler Invitational in
ern Kentucky (604), Sout h- Indiana, which puts the team
ern Illinois-Carbondale (605), on the road for the fourth
Louisiana Tech (606), Miss- consecutive day.
The Butler Invitational is
issippi College (614), Tennessee State (616), Delta State t he last tournament sched(620) and New Orleans (622). uled until the spring.

C -VERT YOU CAN SLEEP ON
OUR KITCHEN FLOOR ANYTIME, HAPPY 21 ST, RANDY
AND STEVE.

~--..,.-.,-------=.9/28

Congratulations
to
Chris .
Alexander of Sigma Nu on getting
tavaliered to Molly Skelly. From
the Men of Sigma Nu.

-~-,---=---,----9/28

Hey Alpha Garns-lets get excited
for homecoming Pomp -PompPomp.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/28
Remember Pasta Night- It' s
gonna be worse, Happy B-day,
Moyer, Worm, Norm, & Crisup.

--------~9/28

Happy 21 st from Don, Kroger,
Ken, Munda, and Apt. 23.
,..,---..,...,---,..,--.-~-9/28
Happy, Happy, Happy, Haaaappy
Birthday Jen from Jake, EJ and
Ray-Me.

~~=~~~~~~9./28

SHRBRT, DID YOU SEE THE
MIDAS SIGN? IT'S GONNA BE
ONE OF THOSE DAYSI DZ
LOVE RACHEL AND GDI LOVE
COUSIN KRIS.
-

-~-------9/28

Lisa Shrake: Happy 21 st birthday-finally! Hope it's a great one!
Love Julie.
:--::-:----:--:-:--=-,--::,,.-,,..---=9/28
To the Delta Chi Pledge Class:
Thanks for coming out to see
Barry! You guys are great! Love,
Julie.
,..,.---,.,,....,-...,....,.-=----:-'---.,,-...,,-9/28
Hey Alpha's! Thanks for all your
support with Barry! You girls are
great! I couldn't have asked for a
better bunch of sisters! Alpha
love, Julie.

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA! DELTA
TAU DELTA! ALPHA GAMMA
DELTA! DELTA TAU DELTA!
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA. DELTA
TAUDELTAi
----~---=ca9/28,30
To our favorite Sigma Chi pledge,
SERB, thanks for always being
there. Alpha Garn Love, Jamie
and Erin.

9/28

-Ll~S_A_S~H~R=-A~K=E=: ~T=o--T=H~E~BEST

MOM A KID COULD ASK FORHAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY, ALPHA
GAM LOVE, ER1N.
9/28

J~E=N,..,.--.
J~A~M=E=s,...-~A"'""'N=D---M~ARK

ROONEY: CONGRATS ON
BEING LAVALIEREDI I WAS SO
SURPRISED!! l'M HAPPY FOR
YOU BOTH! LOVE YOU, KATHY~
9/28
A~L~L-s=-o=R=-o=R=1=T1=E=s: =Do-:-,-,N='T'"""'"FORGET TO BRING YOU OWN
EGGS TO THE DELT HOUSE
9 :00 SATURDAY MORNING!!!
DELTS.
~------et'. 9/28,30
To our great DZ Man TOM
BUKOWSKI- thanks for the cookies!! They were delicious!! Love,
the women of Delta Zeta.

~--------9./28

DZ New Members: You are doing
a FANTASTIC job with study
hours! Keep up the Good Work!
Love, Amy.
9/28
A..,.M~IE,_,W..,.,,.,.IN=T,..,,JE=N~O-=F_,A,.,.L=P'""'HA..,.. PHI:
CONGRATULATIONS
ON
BECOMING PINNED TO DAN
SHANAHAN OF SIGMA Piii
LOVE YOUR SISTERS.

CONGRATULATIONS TO MAUREEN LEARY AND KARA
HOCKING OF DELTA ZETA ON
BEING CHOSEN FOR HONORARY ORDER OF OMEGAll
WE ARE PROUD OF YOU,
YOUR SISTERS.
9/28
~KARA~,_..,,,.PH"""l,.,...LL""l=PS.,,,.....,,O""'F,....,A,..,.L=P,....,HA~·PHI:

CONGRATULATIONS
ON
BECOMING LAVALIERED TO
JAKE GRESS OF SIGMA CHiii
YOUR SISTERS ARE SO
HAPPY FOR YOU.
9/28
A..,.~M,.,...Y,....,D=u~N~c=-A_,..,N,..,.....,O'""F=-A..,..L,..,P=H..,.A,....PHI:

CONGRATULATIONS
ON
BECOMING LAVALIERED TO
JAKE JORGENSON OF SIGMA
CHI! LOVE YOUR ALPHA PHI
SISTERS.

-:-=-,--:-~==--:--:---:-:-,-:9/28

JEN SIEVERT- Happy 21 st birthday! Hope its a memorable one!
,,-Love, Angie and Jen.

---~--~~~W28

Hey
Kara
Phillips!!!
Congratulations on being lavaliered to Jakell I am so excited for
you! Love Reno.

=~-...,,..,-,,..,..,.,-=-.,---.,-.,9/28

BETH
MANLEY,
.LAURA
MOORE, AND STACEvlAOORE:
CONGRATULATIONS ON-9EING
CHOSEN FOR JR. PANHEL
REPRESENTATIVES. YOU WILL
REPRESENT OUR HOUSE
BEAUTIFULLY! LOVE YOUR DZ
SISTERS.
=--,,..--,----,..,..,----.,,...-.,.--.:-9/28
Finally legal Happy B:day C-Vert,
Love your Roomie Shelly.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/28

----.,--~~~-9/28

Happy 21 st Jen Seifert! Make it
memorable! Love, Kelma.
-,..,.....,---,,,---,-_ _ _9/28
Hey Alpha Gamm's- lets get out
tot the float and Pompi Pomp!
Pompi Delts.
9/28

T=h,_e--.-M""""e_n_o-.f.-=D-e.,--lta--=T=-a-u~Delta

would like to congratulate Chris
"Kramer" Ross for being selected
as Dell of the week.
--~------9./28

by Bill Watterson
'11\(..T 00 '(OIJ T\Utt~ "? A.Qt
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"The 1O words for $·1 Is available to any non-commercial ~1vidual who wishes to sell an item or items priced lower than
$300 (max. of 3 items). NO CHANGES OR REFUNDS. All
items must be priced. ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID. ·

Name: _________________

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Address:~_ _ _ _ _ _ _Phone: _ _ _ _ _~.i

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - -

Message:

(one word per line) ··

Person accepting ad -----'--- - - --.lll
Expiration code {office use only) _ _ _ _1Con1pa1~
No. words/days._ _ _ _ _ _-'
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Two teams to drop from Mid-Con in soccer
SIU-E and Quincy
moving to. Division
II, new conference
By DAN FIELDS
Staff writer

Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville and Quincy University,
two associate members of the MidContinent Conference, will be leaving
the conference and dropping to
Division II status effective at the
beginning of the 1996 season.
Both schools are leaving the MidCon to join the Great Lakes Valley
Conference. As a condition to joining

the GLVC, both teams must drop
their status to Division II.
Because both squads joined the
Mid-Con as associate members in
soccer this year, they must complete
their two-year obligation to the MidCon before they can switch to another conference.
Tom Lessig, the Mid-Con's assistant commissioner for publicity, said
although they are losing the two
associate members, they will start
looking for replacements.
"Yeah, we're keeping our eyes open
(for other teams)," Lessig said. "I'm
sure something will pop up, because
we're always looking for somebody."
The teams currently in the GLVC
are Ashland (Ohio) University,

Bellarmine (Ky.) College, the University of Indianapolis, the University
of Indiana-Fort Wayne, Kentucky
State University, Kentucky Wesleyan
University, Northern Kentucky
University, the University of Southern Indiana, St. Joseph (Ind.) College
and Lewis University.
The University of Wisconsin at
Parkside will also join Southern and
Quincy in the GLVC, but Kentucky
State will drop out of the conference
in July.
The move will be especially rough
on Southern, as the soccer program is
the most successful out of its seven
sports.
After winning the Division-II
championship in 1972, Southern

moved up to Division I a year later.
The Cougars then won the Division I
championship in soccer in 1979.
Although both teams will lose their
status, Eric Hess, Southern sports
information director, explained that
moving into the GLVC will benefit
both teams in the long run.
"In Division I, it's extremely diffi1cult to schedule games when you're
not in a conference because of the
other teams' schedules," Hess said.
'They have other teams in their conference, plus other rivals they like to
play."
Hess added that the move into the
GLVC will guarantee Southern more
games and will make it easier to
schedule more contests.

Manker_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
would.
Every ballgame we've watched on television
of guys named Pete Rose, Mike Schmidt, Steve and every baseball conversation we've had, I've
treasured more as time has worn on.
Carlton and the Royals' George Brett.
Yet we can still passionately and objectively
My grandfather and I agreed that the World
discuss the merits of both.
Series should not be won by teams that call
My grandfather, a fan of the more estab- domed stadiums home, as the last three have.
We agreed that the last two titles going north
lished and traditional franchises, had insisted
during each such visit since March that this of the border into Canada was even worse.
was the Yankees' year. He claimed the Tommy
But we'd both rather have either than no
Lasorda-managed Dodgers would hang on· to · World Series at all. An October without basewin the National League West. Regrettably, we ball is like a world without grandparents, without fond memories, without apple pie.
will never know.
Since the assault on Roger Maris' home-run · I've never lived the life of a 7 4-year-old
record had begun, I'd told Grandpa it was Matt . retiree, and my grandfather surely cannot
Williams and not the more celebrated Frank relate to 1994 college life. It is baseball, and
Thomas or Ken Griffey Jr. who would ultimate,. only baseball, that manages to span that vast
ly shatter that mark this week. My prediction generational gap.
has been nullified.
Grandfathers and grandsons everywhere
Grandpa compared Tony Gwynn to the great must mourn the tumultuous halt baseball came
Ted Williams as the farmer's batting average to this year. It was Grandpa who taught me the
crept nearer the coveted .400 plateau. Now, the value of Dodger Blue over the more marketable
conversation is moot.
Marlin teal.
Grandpa was diagnosed with cancer six
Many ye~rs from now, when I look back on
years ago. He's had various treatments over the visits with my grandfather during the sumthat time and the disease now appears to be in mer and fall of 1994, there will be a certain void
remission.
in my recollections.
Nevertheless, I realized long ago that
For Grandpa and I, that is the tragedy of the
Grandpa will not be around forever. I guess I calamity called the 1994 Major League
thought baseball, at least the World Series, Baseball season.
• From Page 12
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LUNCH 5PECIAL5
25
Friday: Fr. Chicken, fry, &Coke
Saturday: Cheeeeburger, fry, & Coke

$3

$271

Medium Pizza
w/1 Topping
plus an order
of Breadsticks
Make it a large for a buck more!
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nobody's panicked and
said, 'I gotta produce
right away or I'm gone."'
One Dodge City coach
who believes that Ryan's
presence has made a positive influence is men's
basketball coach Chad
Wintz.
"He's brought a lot of
credibility to our program," Wintz said of
Ryan. "In day-to-day operations, he's very businesslike.
"He's always here after
everyone else leaves. As a
player on his team, like I
am, it motivates you."
Even though he resigned as Eastern's A.D. last
fall, Ryan claims he has
no regrets of leaving
Charleston, especially
since landing a job in the
famed Wild West.

"YOUR JOLLY HABERDASHER"

•

Food Served 11 am - 6pm
Wed. - 754 Keystone Lt. & Ice Cane
Thurs. - All 6ottlee $1
Fri. & Sat. $2.QQ Pitchers
D.J. Wednesday Night

"As you look at fouryear institutions with
financial problems and
the pressure to win, I'm
not so sure that,s the
place to be these days,"
Ryan said. ·
In one respect, Ryan
feels like he's starting an
athletic program in Dodge
City from stratch. Until
he arrived, Ryan said no
halftime entertainment
took place during home
football games. Also, athletic fund-raising has
been virtually non-existent.
So for now, Ryan says
there's no place like home
in Kansas.
·"Folks here seem more
friendly than a lot of people in Charleston," Ryan
said. "(Dodge City) has. a
lot of history. It's a tourist
town with a frontier settlement.

•From Page 12
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"ON~··~
CAMPUS"

___ay l.e
RON & SUE LEATHERS
OWNERS
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LIN~lNAVENUE

CHARLESTON. IL 61920
PHONE 217·345·6944

Sidewalk
Sale
Wed. Thurs. Sept
1/2 Price $10TABLE
&

"SELECTED"
EASTERN SWEATSHIRTS
JERSEYS . ·
LONG SLEEVE T'S
T-SHIRTS
"COTfON JACKETS
DRESS SLACKS /
TIES
/
WELCOME
Z•B

281h & 291h

VALUES TO $30

20°70
T-SHIRTS
SWEATS
SHORTS
BELTS
SOCKS WELCOME
z•B /

BARGAINS GALORE !
WE ARE "RUSSELL" OU'l'l.ET
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Redbirds still optimistic
Editor's note: The following is the second in a
six-part series previewing Eastern 's opponents
in the Gateway Football Conference.

about Eastern
athletic department

By RANDY LISS
Associate sports editor
Never before has a 6-4-1 season created so
much optimism for the following season by a
Gateway Conference team.
Illinois State, which has five la~t-place finishes and no Gateway titles to show for its nine
previous seasons in the conference, was widely
picked as the darkhorse candidate for the
league title this season after finishing better
than .500 for the first time since 1985 a year
ago.
Things have not fallen into place exactly as
was expected, however. The Redbirds have split
their first four games of the season and were
surprisingly knocked off Saturday by Indiana
State in Terre Haute, 12-7.
''We're not where we want to be right now,"
said Redbird coach Jim Heacock. ''We've competed, and we're making progress, but we're not
where we need to be to compete for the conference championship."
An unexpected twist in the preseason melted
some of the 1994 hype for Illinois State when
would-be sophomore Cameron Smith, the
Redbirds' leading rusher last year, was not
admitted back to ISU for academic reasons.
Smith became the first freshman to ever lead
Illinois State in rushing when he accumulated
1,016 yards and five touchdowns on 210 carries
for a 4.8-yard average last season.
Junior Keith Goodnight has filled the vacant
tailback slot and picked up 182 yards during
the Redbirds' victory over Western Illinois two
weeks ago.
Illinois State also returns starting quarterback Danny Barnett, who is fifth in career passing at ISU with 3,022 yards in his first three

Ryan has questions

By JOHN FERAK
Staff writer
-

years. The senior threw for 1,960 yards and 11
touchdowns a year ago.
The Redbirds also return the Gateway's leading receiver from a year ago in senior flanker
Kevin Dixson, who caught 4 7 balls for 425
yards and a touchdown in 1993.
Illinois State has done a numbers crunch on
its opponents this year so far, allowing only 28
points the last three weeks, including a 12-0
shutout of Western. But despite that, Heacock
is not particularly pleased with his team's
defensive effort.
''Defensively we've got a ways to go," Heacock
said. ''Defensively, we're not playing together as
a team. We need to work on jelling as a team."
Junior linebacker Chris Stevens, who led the
team with 111 tackles a year ago, is back, as is
junior strong safety Bill Randles, who collected
85 tackles in 1993. Senior cornerback Franky
West led the Redbirds with four interceptions
and is ISU's big-play guy in the secondary.
As for the Gateway, Heacock said after
defending champion Northern Iowa, Illinois
State has as good a chance as anybody to win
the title.
''Northern Iowa is obviously the team to beat,
but after that, the conference is really up for
grabs," Heacock said. ''Any team can win on any
given day, and it will come down to who can
stay healthy and win on the road.
"After Northern Iowa, all the rest of the
teams are really lumped together."

Former Eastern Athletic Director
,
Mike Ryan said he worries what direction Eastern will be heading under
new athletic and administrative leadership.
And Ryan hopes Eastern doesn't follow the path of winning at all costs.
''For every Duke University there's
five other schools with a bunch of
thugs that you won't even want to
invite in your own house," Ryan said.
While many people may view an athletic director as a
stagecoach driver, Ryan believes it is the university president and administration who ultimately control an athletic
department's destiny.
''I'he A.D. is still the servant of the president," Ryan said.
"You could have the strongest athletic director in the country,
but they don't set the policies. It's upper administration."
Ryan declined comment about his relationship with
Eastern President David Jorns and his reasons for stepping
down as the Eastern A.D. ·
However, Ryan admits having complaints about the
NCAA's gender equity compliance that wants universities to
balance funding for men's and women's sports. This year,
Eastern implemented a roster limit on its athletic teams
that dashed the dreams of many prospective walk-on athletes who no longer have an opportunity to compete.
"If 50 kids want to run cross country and 40 know they'll
never get scholarship money, I don't think that's hurting
anybody," Ryan said. "If you're willing to bust your butt and
compete, I don't think it's right to deprive somebody. My
biggest fear is capping rosters."

Seikaly to ~ortland for Drexler? Could happen so9-••

MIAMI lAP) -As center ROny Seikaly
blasted the Miami Heat for offseason
inaction, a report surfaced Tuesday that
the team was considering a trade for
Portland Trail Blazers All-Star Clyde
Drexler.
The deal, which would send guard
Harold Miner to Portland, has received
a mixed reaction within the Heat organization, according to the Sun-Sentinel

Funding

of Fort Lauderdale.
Neither team would confirm the trade
talks.
The 32-year-old Drexler said he heard
about the negotiations from "a good
source" and added that he wouldn't
oppose such a deal.
·~r being in Portland for so long, it's
not like I want to go, but it might be best
for everybody," Drexler said Monday.

Miami would be a good place for
me - nice young team, good climate and
they need a two-guard." Seikaly, meanwhile, was angered by the Heat's failure
to retain free agent guard Brian Shaw,
who signed last week with the Orlando
Magic.
"Ridiculous!" Seikaly told the Miami
Herald from Europe. "I'm really disgusted. I feel like staying and joining a team
·~d

•

:hi?"ltJVflU')

in 'Greece · '··.iL"I:> er>'"'" , bnn"IO
I've got no appeti~ to come baclf't'o
the States now. I can't believe it.• Seikaly
joined a chorus of critics complaining
about the Heat's failure to make any offseason deals.
"How can I be pumped up about the
season when everyone else is making
moves to get better, and we go backward?" Seikaly said.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

+From Page 12
funding," McBee said. "If it
ever went through, congressmen would be getting calls
from every faculty member,
student and alumni of every
school in Illinois."
McBee added he is optimistic the IBHE will not pursue the issue any further, as
the BOG has voiced its disapproval of the recommendation.
"It is pretty clear to me
that the IBHE will not keep
after this," McBee said.
"There is no evidence they
want to continue this.
"(The cap) really wasn't
that surprising to me," he
added. "I knew that if the
overall budget went up,
chances were good the athlet, ic program's funding wQuld
go up."
McBee was referring to the
BOG's approval of its $256
· million bu~t - more than a
$20 million increase from last
year's figure.
While the BOG's approval
of the policy has staved qff
the IBHE's recommendation,
Eastern President David
Jome believes it has also dietated what areas of the university are a priority.
"I would really say this pol-

that he's getting better every year."
icy is a compromise of sorts,"
•From Page 12
While McElroy had the track scholarship
Jorns said. "It maintains
funding to our athletic pro- out of Proviso West High School near Chicago, already waiting for him when he came to
gram while still placing em- originally came to Eastern in 1990 on a track Eastern, Buchanan had nothing but a verbal
scholarship and didn't even go out for football possibility of playing ball for the Panthers when
phasis on academics."
until
his second year on campus.
he came to school in 1991.
BOG Chancellor Thomas
"I wanted to play my first year," McElroy
George Ludwig, Buchanan's coach at Proviso
Layzell said at Thursday's
meeting, ''We have not chang- said, "but I had to compromise with (track East, knew Eastem 'Coach Bob Spoo and asked
ed our minds about the con- coach) Neil Moore. He said I should concentrate him to give Buchanan a shot at making the
tribution that intercollegiate on track for my first year, and then if I want to team.
The junior made the most of his opportunity,
athletics make to the quality play later, I can do that."
''He
showed
up
one
day,
and
we
put
all
our
lettering
as a backup as a freshman and gainof campus and student life,
walk-ons
through
a
skill
test,
and
he
caught
my
ing
his
starting
comer position
season.
and intend to continue using
''He's really self-made," Smith said. ''He's one
state funds to support these eye," said defensive coordinator John Smith.
''He has a great fluidity and athletic ability, and of the hardest-working DBs I've seen. He 'liad -a
programs.
"However, this new policy it took him the first five or six games ·to learn tough night Saturday (against Northern), but
he has a lot of confidence in himself."
makes it very clear that we the system, but he's a tough, young man."
With McElroy building up a reputation with
McElroy said it wasn't a problem going into
place academic endeavors
Eastern opponents early in his career, teains
first and will keep the impor- camp even though nobody knew who he was.
''I knew I could play the game and I was con- have routinely avoided throwing to his side of
tance of athletics in perspecfident in my abilities," he said. ''I knew I didn't the field, putting Buchanan on the hot seat. ·,
tive," Layzell added.
"Knowing I'm going to get the work makes
McBee said he is currently want to .redshirt my first year, so since it was
''not real sure" what to think my second year (on campus), I thought I had me more conscious," Buchanan said ''Last year
I wasn't really thiriking_about that too much. .
of the policy, as the athletic kind of an advantage.
''I had been on campus for a year, had corn''Now this year, I've been saying, 'Wow, RiY,
department has never seen
an implementation of this peted in Division I athletics for a year, so I he's top man. Everybody's going to be lookinilo
thought I had (that) over the freshmen coming throw my way now.' It's my chance to shine." -.
kind.
·
Through four games, McElroy has accuniu''I can't really say if this is in."
McElroy
finished
last
year
in
a
tie
tor
second
lated
29 tackles, while .Buchanan has 24 tackles
bad or good," McBee said. "I
have nothing to compare (the in the Gateway with.four interceptions, and his and an interception. Both are now on full scholconsistent play in college has earned him looks arships, and both have shattered the notion
policy) to.
"So we'll just have to wait from National Football League scouts. But ~t walk-ons are f,!imply tackfuig dummies. '
"We set examples now," Btichaiian said.
· and see how this affects us that's something the senior would rather worry
about after .t he SieasOn is QVer.
· "We've proven that walk-ons can play ball.
and our funding," he added.
'To be honest, it's been a distraction," he said. I We've got some· walk-ons now that rm sure
The approved policy will be
'Tve
tried to put those thoughts behind me. It's. we're ,an inspiration to." 1 ••
..
- /
. submitted to the IBHE next
a
nice
consideration
in
that
wa~
but
I
have
to
Of/
course,
Eastern·
is
certainly
happy
with
month as an official response
'
the '1raY things worked-o~t with its two starting
to the board's recommenda- do my job here first." .
"tie has great instincts and athletic ability," corn~l"S.
.
tion.
..
Smith
said,
l'and
the
thing
I
tell
.pro
scouts_
is
.
~'l!m
jlJ!l
~
~hey're
b_oth ~~" Smith sai~ ,
1
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Robert
Manker
Sports editor

The tragedy
Grandpa and

I must share
I yearned for autumns
passed as another September's
leaves crackled beneath my
feet. That particular day, each
step whisked the dust off distant memories as though they
were my first ball, bat and
glove found in a forgotten
trunk.
Vivid recollections of growing up in a small town, of playing ball in vacant lots and of
watching games on television
with my grandfather came
pouring back to me like a
vended beverage at a bigleague ballgame.
That traipse down a Decatur sidewalk somehow conjured up an appreciation for
the simpler things in life, and
only then did the tragedy of
this year's ill-fated season hit
me.
The bitter dose of nostalgia
came during a weekend visit
at my grandparents' house.
The grounds were well kept,
and Grandma was in the
kitchen baking an apple pie.
Grandpa was sitting in his
favorite chair, remnants of his
trademark chain smoking in
hand and his eyes fixed on the
television before him - exactly
what I had come to expect during such a call .
But one element of the visit
deviated grossly from the ordinary. Grandpa was staring at
a blank screen. With no baseball games to watch, he had
not even bothered to tum the
television on that day.
Grandpa and l silently
mourned the flushing of this
year's season down the proverbial toilet as we took several
stabs at non-baseball discourse.
Politics and religion are
taboo topics during such visits,
and we purposefully avoid discussing other family members,
too.
Invariably, per usual, the
conversation between my
grandfather and I gravitated
toward baseball.
On that topic, and on that
topic only it seems, can my
grandfather and I communicate with seemingly equal
knowledge and interest.
I consider the 1980 Woi:Jd
Series the first I can readily
recall. For my grandfather, it's
the 1930 Fall Classic, 42 years
before my birth.
Ironically, Philadelphia
teams won both - the Phillies
the follJler and ~he Athletics
the latter. Grandpa, a St.
Louis native, remembers the
'30 series because the Athletics
beat the Cardinals, four games
to two. I remember '80 because
"(JH ' ' ·• SeellMDR.Page J()ca:
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BOG funding cap no surprise
Adffiinistrators say
move was expected
By ADAM McHUGH
Staff editor

Eastern Athletic Director Bob McBee
said he was "not at all surprised" the
Board of Governors approved a policy last
week that will cap state appropriated
funding for intercollegiate athletics.
At last Thursday's board meeting at
Governors State University in Chicago,
the BOG approved a policy that will limit
the percentage of state funding each BOG
school can use annually for intercollegiate

athletics.
Under the policy,
Eastern's Athletic
Department can utilize no more than 1.5
percent of its state
appropriated funds
unless the board
approves otherwise.
Last year, Eastern's Athletic Department spent about
1.5 percent of the
total funding provided to the university by the state.
All four BOG schools with athletics
spent a total of $2.6 million, or 1.1 percent
of the appropriated funding on their ath-

t

•

•

letic programs. Governors State does not
have athletics.
The BOG represents Eastern, Western
Illinois, Northeastem, Governors State
and Chicago State universities.
The cap is being described as a "compromise" by Eastem's administration, and
the only alternative was a complete elimination of state appropriated funding for
use in intercollegiate athletics.
The Illinois Board of Higher Education
recommended a phase out of all state support for athletic departments by next year
- a suggestion McBee said would be ''next
to impossible" in becoming a reality.
"There is absolutely no way people
would approve of complete elimination of
t See FUNDING Page 11
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Walk-ons
handling
corners
By RANDY LISS
Associate sports editor

It's rare when two of the top
cornerbacks in a conference
are on the same team.
It's even more rare when
both those comers were originally walk-ons.

• Gateway football
team previewed.
Page 11
Such is the case with the
Panthers' Ray McElroy and
Jay Buchanan, mainstays in
the Eastern secondary for the
second consecutive year. The
two arrived at Eastern a year
apart, McElroy in 1990 and
Buchanan a season later, but
they both came to the Panther
program in the same fashion as faceless, unknown walk-ons.
But, according to Buchanan,
being a walk-on really doesn't
·
matter.
"Ballplayers are ballplq.ySARAH ANTONIO I Staff photographer eJ;"~" he said. ''It's no different
wherever you go."
McElroy, a two-time First
Junior quarterback Pete Mauch looks to hand the football off during Eastern's Sept. 1 loss
Team All-Gateway selection

Give it away

to Murray State at o·Brten Field. The Panthers will travel to Springfield, Mo., Saturday for
their Gateway Coriference opener against Southwest Missouri State.

• See CORNERS Page 11

"I haven't had any
gunfights yet," Ryan
• Ryan discusses changes
joked. ''The main drag
in
the Eastern Athletic
in Dodge City is
Department. Page 11
Wyatt Earp Boulevard. They still have
stage-coach reenact- Tasker and Denver Bronco running
By JOHN FERAK
ments."
back Robert Delpino. ·
Staff writer
But Ryan says he
Although his athletic department is
Mike Ryan may need to invest in a
isn't really wrapped on the rebound, Ryan hasn't pulled a
Mike Ryan
up in the hysteria of revolver out of his holster yet to make
10-gallon hat and a pair of steel spurs.
Ryan was Eastem's athletic director those old gun-slinging days. Instead, any major wholesale changes. One of his
for five years until he resigned last fall, he's taken to the peaceful·serenity of the biggest challenges, he says, wil.l be
but he seems to have found a new home tOwn's nature.
retaining coaches with winning records.
"You can't match the sunsets," Ryan
"With success on this level, coaches
in Dodge City, Kan.
Ryan is the new athletic director of said. "These are probably some of the move on," Ryan said~ "If you don't get
Dodge City Community College, a school clearest skies you'll see in your life. This quality replacements, you're in trouble."
.Despite being the new top dog with a
of about 1,000 students. The athletic is definitely the West."
program consists of football, baseball, · In· his new post, Ryan is responsible different agenda, Ryan thinks he'•
basketball, track, cross country and golf. for rebuilding an· athletic program that maintained a positive rapport with hia
While times have certainly changed reached its peak about 20 years ago and athletic department.
'Tve got to build them back up," Ryaa
for the well-known town of 13,000, Ryan hit rock bottom in the early 1980s. Two
says the legends of Wyatt Earp and Bat NFL players who stared at Dodge City ·said of his sports department. "But
..Mast.era..-. still alive and.well. .•
are Buffalo Bik:.wida..eeceiver &Mrte>• ... • ~ ,;'·~6lleB11UJAl§e JO
'" .

